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Abstract his rtile presents n overview of simulted idution through omputtionl toolsF sn reent yersD edutionl institutions hve een working even hrder in the pplition of virtul tehing nd lerning environmentsD whih re ville to di'erent undergrdute nd tehnil oursesF huring the lerning proessD the student is invited to try out some forms of di'erent sujets nd lerning ontentsF he use of tehnologies gined lot of spe in these institutions in order to llow students to experiment di'erent theories in prtil settingsF imultors llow students to ondut hndsEon experiments without need for rel environmentsD whih onsequently genertes osts nd lso e'ort of plnningF his presents study on softwre simultors pplied in di'erent tehnologil oursesF efter the pplition of the simultorsD students were invited to nswer uiz in order to understnd the e'etiveness of the simultors use in the lerning of eh oneF esults show tht students onsidered the use of simultors s dvntgeous nd importntD ut it is still not enough to suppress the use of prtil lsses in rel environmentsF 1. Introduction In recent years, Education models have been presented to students with various changes.
This condition allowed improvements in the way that teaching methodologies enter the daily life of students, especially on the modalities of Face-to-Face or Distance Education. Therefore, technologies present challenges in Universities and Institutes of Education, especially in distance courses. If on the one hand, in each institution, students are trained and educated on specic themes and areas of knowledge; on the other, pedagogical models of learning and Education try to shape students in traditional and obsolete methodologies that, in same cases do not allow students thinking freely and develop their interpersonal skills I .
In Brazil, the growing need for higher-quality professionals and the political laws of social access to poor people allowed new graduate courses in Engineering to be created P .
Estimates of access at undergraduate levels have shown that in Latin America the number of students entering Universities up to 21.0% between the years 2000 and 2013, and in Caribe this average is higher than 43.0% Q . This scenario generates a demand for learning models in dierent modalities, specially in Face-to-Face Education.
After high school, the student can choose the modality of his own undergraduate, and if he chooses the Face-to-Face Education, all the information is transmitted by a professor or tutor during the academic life Q . Otherwise, in Distance Education the student has access to information in virtual environments that are developed by the institution itself with free access to books, papers, discussion forums, classes, simulation softwares, virtual learning activities and environments.
Virtual Learning Environments (VLE) are social and learning spaces for educational iterations where students are not only active, but also the actor who helps to improve and build the space. These VLE are not restricted to Distance Education, but can be used by students in classroom activities R . In parallel to VLE, the simulators present an opportunity where the student can improve the technical qualities and extend the skills in special areas such as Engineering and Technological courses. Universities with low nancial resources may present serious problems to teach subjects where practical activities and experiments with equipment, machines, components and test environments are crucial, then opening a new opportunity for the use of simulators.
In this paper, it is proposed the application of simulation softwares in the activities of the students, in order to analyze the student's perception before and after its use. The purpose is to show if this methodology improves the learning in Engineering and technological courses. S With this introduction section, the Section 2 presents an overview about the learning Education process and how the student can extract useful information in theoretical classes. In Section 3 some simulators are presented in order to learning experiments. The methodology and procedures used in this study are shown in Section 4. The Section 5 shows the results and, nally, Section 6 presents the conclusions.
Learning Education Process
Education in the world has changed in several aspects. This allows the new challenges to become reality in Institutes of Education such as Schools and Universities. In addition, the learning process must be able to undergo transformations in order to allow students to build a collaborative study environment and maximize learning information.
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Educational Computer Simulators
Educational software is a computer program used by students and professors to improve the learning process between both. For students, educational softwares can precipitate the willingness to learn due to its typical interactive nature and visual content. For professors, these softwares are a set of tools that will help students to understand more deeply the concepts of the specic subject that they teach.
Educational software generally makes use of visual and auditory eects. This because students are usually more willing to listen and cheer up when the presentation in front of them is visual-oriented. This also helps to let them understand a specic subject in more depth. The visual content of the educational software program usually consists of graphics, animations and videos. Educational programs can also have interactive games that can help students understand the program. These are meant to be interesting, even if it is academic in nature, so that students do not feel bored or pressured to participate.
Simulators have gained importance in learning Education due to high level of iteration between students and interpretation of theory. A simulator is a device, equipment or software that allows to reproduce and simulate a specic environment from the real behavioral system.
Software simulator attempts to represent a condition that presents similar results from the use of the same input informations. In many cases, students do not have facilities during the association of professor information in real situations of real scenarios. In classes, the most dicult requirement is for the professor to decide which educational software is being used with the student, which allows rapid, positive and useful assessments of the simulator usage 
Methodology
To analyze the positive impact of simulator on educational learning, this study is divided in three steps: rst the classes choosing where the study will be applied; second the methodology of application simulators over exercises or challenges to students; and nally analyze the learning aspect in the student's feeling from the application of a Quiz. Steps are presented as follows.
Choosing Classes
Initially, dierent classes were chosen to apply the methodology of this study. Two levels of Education in the technological area were chosen: technical course level (similar to PV sxX PQSVEIPUIF sntF tF of elive ingF iduF @steiiduAF @ynlineAF qoi¢ niD vF PD nF SD pF PVERHD tulyGhezF PHIVF high school) and undergraduate level (bachelor degree). In the second step, the classes had to accomplish simple activities with a tutor orientation using simulators. In Digital and Logic class, the student could free choose the simulator from an available list and the students carried out 10 activities. In the Computer Networks class, students performed three activities. After the simulation, each class had to perform the same activities with real components, equipments and machines, except for Computer Networks class. The second case, the real experiment was not performed, since the institutions do not have equipment such as: routers, switches, access points, Unshielded Twisted Pair (UTP) network cables, connectors RJ45, modems and Ethernet or Wireless devices.
The main objective was to compare the results of simulation with the practical experiment.
Quiz evaluation
In the last step of the proposed methodology, a Quiz was applied to the students.
The armatives are presented as follows, where the student had to match in ve levels alternatives (1 -totally disagree, 2 -partially disagree, 3 -not agree and not disagree, 4 -partially agree, and 5 -totally agree).
The armatives are presented in Frame 1. 
4
The use of the simulator allows the expansion of knowledge beyond theoretical content.
5
The use of simulator has extended its technical knowledge in the eld.
6
The use of the simulator allowed the conceptual and procedural understanding of the simulated activity.
7
The use of the simulator allowed the argumentation from the simulated results.
8
The use of the simulator allowed to identify the diculties that can arise in a circuit and network implementation.
9
Experimental practice has extended its technical knowledge in the eld of logic circuits and networks.
10
The use of the simulator is dispensable for performing the experimental practice.
11
Experimental practice is dispensable when using simulator.
12
From the simulators currently available, it is possible to state that the practice of digital circuits and computer networks may be entirely non-presence.
A thirteenth question about ht hrteristis mde you hoose the simultor used in the simultor experimentc was applied to students. After applying the Quiz, the results are quantied and presented in section 5. It was considered by measure, the following status: Approved (score ≥ 50.0), Reproved by presence frequency (frequency < 75.0%), Reproved by low score (score < 50.0%) and Give up. In this case, there is a probability that the same student has tried twice or more times the discipline.
Results
From Graphics 1,2,3,4,5 and 6 the results of the Quiz are shown by armatives one to six. It is possible to prove that students approve the use of simulators to create new initiatives and perspectives on technical subjects. For them, simulators improve the knowledge in most of students interviewed in the Quiz. For Computer Network class, the interesting is more eective than in other class, due facility understanding of the simulator and the fact that the simulator is an educational building tool. Another aspect that can be observed in the Cisco Packet Simulator is the student interaction facility to see the entire transmission of messages and packets.
Same students think that practical experiments and activities need to be done in parallel with simulator, where this armative is conrmed when veried in armative seven, as shown in Graphic 7. In this sense the students are call to evaluation and compare the results between experimental exercises and simulation. From simulated results, students may question possible incorrect answers and thus indicate alternative solving problems. Graphic 8 depicts that some implementation problems are still not entirely clear to students, because for them the simulation environments do not represent 100.0% of a real scenario. In Graphic 9, for the majority of students, the use of simulators allows increased learning knowledge in technical subjects.
In armative ten, most students think that the simulator may not inuence if there are technical laboratories available with complete equipments, components and resources, as shown in Graphic 10. Then, the simulator is a great tool for co-working with classroom practice experiments.
Graphic 11 presents the feeling of excluding experimental exercises if simulators are available. Even with good contributions, students nd it crucial for learning improvement that practices should be maintained.
In the last armative, students were asked about the existence simulator, which can replace face-to-face classes in Universities or Institution of Education. For the most students, as shown in Graphic 12, even knowing this contribution of simulator in education, it is not yet possible to replace traditional learning when the student has to attend classes in the rooms. For 10.0% of the students, the computer network classes can be taught in distances disciplines. 
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The evaluation of students's nal results is presented in next graphics. In Graphic 14, students of Logic Circuits showed an improvement of 10.0% in the percentage of approved by score more than 50 points (between 0 to 100), when started using simulators. In 2013 there is a high percentage approved due to the number of students in the class. In addition, the graphic shows during the simulator applied the average of reproved decreasing over the year. If we consider the averages, it is check: approved 47.9% and 57.6%, reproved by score 23.0% and 16.6%, reproved by frequency 24.7% and 26.5%, give up of discipline 4.4% and 2.3%, respectively with simulation and not.
qrphi IRF pinl results of vogi giruitsF QV sxX PQSVEIPUIF sntF tF of elive ingF iduF @steiiduAF @ynlineAF qoi¢ niD vF PD nF SD pF QVERHD tulyGhezF PHIVF In Graphic 15, the improvement is clear when veried the only class that was used simulators of computer networks. But is necessary to look for a large sample for more years.
Over the years, we can show a decrease in the average approved and increasing of average reproved without using the simulators.
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Conclusions
Simulator softwares are growing in importance and space during the learning process.
In Engineering and Technological courses, learning tools have emerged to improve student recognition. Disciplines such as Electronic and Digital Circuits can be easily added during class to help students understand the basics concepts, establish relationships between theory and practice, solve problems, and improve other skills.
Results show that students positively accept the use of simulator in face-to-face classes in undergraduate and Technological Institutes. Simulators represented an alternative for the understanding process of students and how they can test experiments in a controlled environ- 
